Studious student life

Developing trilingualism

Thanks to new living language teaching units, students can achieve the level required to sit exams for the following certifications: TOEIC or CLES for English and DELE or CLES for Spanish. These qualifications attest to a certain language level, facilitating professional integration and international mobility.

A network of libraries

Our libraries, spread across our 5 campuses, contain more than 200,000 books and printed reviews, as well as over 23,000 electronic reviews and databases that are accessible remotely.

They are also fitted with work spaces with Wi-Fi, provide computers and tablets available for loan (subject to conditions) and offer courses in document research as well as events such as exhibitions and conferences.

Efficient technology
E-Learn

A platform dedicated to online teaching. Teachers upload their lessons and directed studies here and can exchange with students.

The Espace Numérique de Travail (Digital Work Space) - ENT

Students have a personal e-mail address and work space with their own e-mail account, schedule and lessons. It is accessible from any computer.

IT rooms and Wi-Fi

On all campuses.

AQUIPASS, the multi-service student card

Allows entry to CROUS restaurants and cafeterias, all Aquitaine university libraries and payment for printing and photocopying.